SALON WISP COLLABORATION AGREEMENT EXTENSION
Congratulations! You have met the criteria for collaboration extension. Salon Wisp would love to
continue our collaboration with you.
SERVICE: Your next two maintenance appointments will be included. Colour and tightening of rows.
You will only be required to pay $275 for each maintenance appointment.
IN RETURN FOR SERVICE: Four dedicated posts (Stories are considered a post if saved on highlight
reel) on all social media platforms (at least two post must have text content and tags). Talk about your
experience with NBR extensions and Salon Wisp things such as styling, lifestyle and wear. Also talk
about what NBR hair extensions have done for you (confidence, appearance, extra time, etc.)
YOUR POSTS ARE REQUIRED WITHIN THE FIRST 6 WEEKS AFTER SERVICES ARE PERFORMED.
REQUIREMENTS DAY OF SERVICE: Please wear a white or black top, and photo ready make-up.
SOCIAL MEDIA TAGS: Please tag these accounts in photos that feature your hair.
@wisphairbyb

#salonwisp

@salonwisp

#wishbridal

@wishbridal

#wishextensions

@naturalbeadedrowhairextensions

#nbrextensions
#nbr
#naturalbeadedrowsextensions
#extensionsbyb
#bohyme
#Isla

ONGOING SERVICES: For your next three move up services you will only be require to pay $275. After
the three full services at the discounted price, the collaboration contract will be terminated.
We would love for you to remain a recurring client and we can always discuss working together in the
future, once this contract is void services will be at regular pricing.

TERMS OF AGREEMENT:
If at any time I, _______________________________ am unhappy with my service/do not like the
extension method I have received, I will in no way exploit my concern/unhappiness. I will simply choose
not to promote and have the stylist remove my NBR extensions at once. I understand that exploiting
unhappiness could affect the stylist career and extension business. I hereby agree that I have a good
intention in the collaboration and want nothing but not parties to gain good exposure.

Signature: _____________________________________ Date: ________________________________

